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INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: 
 
1.       ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS. 
 
2.       READ YOUR QUESTIONS CAREFULLY.  YOU WILL BE PENALISED IF  
YOUR ANSWERS ARE NOT PROPERLY STRUCTURED AND NUMBERED. 
 
LEAVE SPACE IN BETWEEN THE ANSWERS. 
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QUESTION 1  
 
1.1  Differentiate between professionalism and ethics.              (10) 
1.2 Define the four principles of ethics.       (8) 
1.3 Describe step by step guide that can be used to make ethical decision?   (7) 
1.4 How would you identify unethical behaviour in a workplace?   (5) 
                       [30] 
 
QUESTION 2 
 
3.1  You are appointed as the chairperson of the Professional Board of Environmental 
Health under HPCSA and you are responsible for registrations. Which categories would you 
allow to register under Environmental Health?      (4) 
3.2  As a member of the Professional Board of Environmental Health under the HPCSA, 
you will be tasked to address complaints. 
3.2.1  Who can submit a complaint?       (2) 
3.2.2  When can a person submit a complaint?      (3) 
3.2.3  How can a complaint be submitted?       (5) 
3.3 Discuss any four legislation governing Environmental Health Practitioners under the 
Health Professions Council of South Africa (HPCSA).               (16) 
            [30] 
QUESTION 3 
 
Environmental Health Services are rendered at different levels of government. 
 
3.1  Define Environmental Health.       (5) 
3.1 Discuss the role and functions of National Department of Health.    (8) 
3.2 What are the responsibilities and duties of provincial government in rendering 
environmental health services                  (9 
3.4 Describe municipal health services the functions of an environmental health 
practitioner working at a metropolitan municipality.                (18) 
           [40] 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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QUESTION 4 
 
2.1  What are the challenges faced by environmental health practitioners working at 
provincial level.           (6) 
2.2 Discuss culture, and how it influence rendering of environmental health services. (4) 
                      [10] 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
QUESTION 5 
 
5.1 Discuss diversity in the workplace and how it impacts on being a professional. (6) 
5.2 Discuss sources of professional conflict in the workplace.    (4) 
                      [10] 
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